La Costa Canyon High School

Current Students and Alumni

Band provides LCC the best music in town with multiple kinds of instruments and tools for students to learn.

Journalism works to spread the news about the school and community.

Speech and Debate works with speaking skills and debates with other schools on current issues.

Cheer and Dance helps involve the student body with Maverick Pride.

Teachers believe in building a school community of lifelong learners, creative thinkers, and responsible individuals through innovative courses, career pathways, and an international understanding of global communities and cultures.

Seven period Bell Schedule

ASB exists to enthusiastically support all aspects of LCC while uniting every student and providing a positive environment.

ASB exists to enthusiastically support all aspects of LCC while uniting every student and providing a positive environment.

Best Pals is dedicated to forming friendships between students with special needs and their peers.

Rugby, recognized as a club sport at LCC, is increasing in popularity yearly.

The Peer Counseling program allows students to seek advice and support on a variety of issues from fellow peers.
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“LCC provided a positive learning environment which helped me to grow. It was encouraged to work hard in the classroom while also having opportunities to pursue my passions in the arts, sports, and clubs,” said Emily Lumkong, class of 2016.

“LCC prepared me to thrive by creating an environment of holistic power. People were never one-dimensional. By promoting us to grow intellectually as well as extracurricularly, I not only left with academic knowledge but interpersonal and life skills,” said Zach Carter, class of 2016.
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**Academics**

International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Programme will offer additional opportunities for Juniors and Seniors to take courses that will prepare them for college.

LCC graduates go on to study at colleges such as University of Chicago, Brown University, UC Berkeley, NYU, Notre Dame, and Stanford, among many others.

Students have the opportunity to choose between Spanish, French, and ASL. LCC provides 4 different courses for French and ASL, and 6 courses for Spanish.

LCC also provides Advanced Placement, a program which offers courses and exams to give high school students college credit. 21 different AP courses are offered on campus.

**Arts**

The Dance Mavs consist of students from all four grade levels. Both teams compete in competitions as well as perform for the Maverick family at events such as football games and pep rallies.

One of LCC’s largest departments is the theater department. Theater puts on a fall play and spring musical every year, the plays participate in this award-winning program by acting, singing, set designing, and stage-managing.

Comedy Sportz is LCC’s competitive improv team. Players compete against opposing Comedy Sportz team members from LCC and other high schools through a series of improv games designed to entertain the audience members.

LCC offers a plethora of visual and performing art classes from beginning through advanced levels for students to express themselves and broaden their knowledge of artistic skills. Examples of such classes include AP Drawing, Sculpture, Painting, Video Film, Photography, and Acting.

**Athletics**

“The focus of the athletic department is to provide student athletes with a good experience here on our campus, one that is productive, both academically and athletically.”

- Kari DiGiulio, Athletic Director

“Swimming at LCC has made me far more of a team player than club swimming ever could. The team dynamic here is super supportive; we all cheer each other on no matter what.”

- Brandon Kulik, Northwestern University, class of 2022

“Being on the lacrosse team has a family bond. I’ve learned how to stick up for my teammates and work hard constantly for the people around you and not for yourself.”

- Caitlin Jones, SDSU, class of 2022

“Academic team is awesome. We compete in teams of five at different schools each week. We have a Freshman, JV, and Senior team. A moderator between two teams asks a toss-up question, and whoever gets to their buzzer first gets to answer their question. Whichever team ends up with the most points wins. It’s easy to join, and it feels like we are a family.”

- Jackson Tuck, class of 2022